TYPICAL INSTALLATION FOR ROADSIDE OBSTACLE ON SIDE SLOPE STEEPER THAN 1:10

NOTE: DISTANCE REQUIRED SHOWN ELSEWHERE ON PLANS.

TYPICAL INSTALLATION FOR ROADSIDE OBSTACLE ON SIDE SLOPE 1:10 OR FLATTER

NOTE: DISTANCE REQUIRED SHOWN ELSEWHERE ON PLANS.

The post shall be wrapped with one layer of 6.5 mm thick expanded polystyrene foam sheeting and one wrap of lightweight building paper. The top 25 mm shall be filled with butyl rubber caulking (commercial grade) or other approved waterproofing material.

Detail of post installation with cover less than normal post length.

General Notes:

1. For details pertinent to installation of the guardrail sections, see manufacturer's specifications and drawings or elsewhere on plans.
2. Guardrail sections to be lapped in the direction of traffic flow nearest the guardrail face.
3. Pay limits for normal guardrail installation will be the total length less the length of end terminals.

All dimensions are in millimeters (mm) except where noted.
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Guardsrail: Typical Installation for Roadside Hazards on 2-Lane, 2-Way Highways
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